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MAKE YOUR
ENTRANCE ELEGENT 

Auditorium, Homes, Club
Houses, Hotels and more.

Follow Us 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/citadel-building-systems-pvt-ltd/?originalSubdomain=in
https://www.instagram.com/citadelbuildingsystem/
https://www.facebook.com/CitadelBuildingSystem/


Stability In Wind Rain Protection  Protection from Sun

Empowered by its resilient steel arms, the
Citadel Scissor Awning stands out as a
remarkably durable and robust addition.
Engineered to effortlessly withstand varying
weather conditions, including sun, rain, and
wind, our awning ensures unwavering
performance and longevity. Trust Citadel
Building System to provide you with a reliable
and enduring outdoor solution."

ROBUST STRACTURE

OPTIMAL OUTDOOR SOLUTION
FOR EXPANSIVE SPACES

The Citadel Scissor Awning, stands as the premier
choice for large outdoor areas. Ideal for spaces like
hotel patios, restaurants, and cafes, Citadel Building
Private Limited brings you the perfect outdoor
solution tailored for spacious settings.



Elevate Your Outdoor Experience
with Citadel Scissor Awning



BRAND & LOGO PRINTING
It is feasible to leverage promotional opportunities
by featuring our brand and logo on the front valance
for advertising purposes



Citadel Scissor Awning – a fundamental yet versatile model. Customize your spaces with a timeless or
contemporary appearance, choosing from a variety of fabric colors. Elevate the experience by adding optional
features like heaters, sound systems, and lighting, seamlessly integrated onto our sturdy steel arms."

Extending to large areas thanks to its scissor arms, Citadel Scissor Awning offers a more aesthetic  
appearance compared to its competitors by creating small, closed area when collected. We can
achieve a projection of up to 8 meters and length of up to 8 meter with this system.

CLASSICL or MODERN STYLE

AESTHETIC APPEARANCE



Awnings with a

Precision Cut



Both Remote  
Controlled

Product Components

Up to 8 meters

Fabric

Fasteners

Foot Profile
(For Freestanding Models)

Steel  Scissor Arms Valance

Experience the ultimate ease of control with
our scissor awning's remote functionality. The
cutting-edge remote control system
empowers you to effortlessly manage your
outdoor space with just a click.

Wireless Convenience at Your Fingertips



Our awnings are meticulously crafted to provide
unparalleled protection against both rain and harmful
UV rays.



4-8 meters

3-8 meters

Steel or Stainless Steel

Acrilic Fabric / PVC

Global RAL Chart

Remote-Controlled

European Origin

Width:

Expansion:

Scissor Arm Profile:

Textile Options:

Profile Colour Options:

Control:

Motor.

FABRIC  TYPES
Get the texture of your dreams with  
alternative fabrics. You can create a
long-life product with many acrylic  
and PVC fabric alternatives.

OPTIONAL COLORS
There are different color options for
tents. You can customize your design
with powder coating alternatives for  
products such as aluminium shafts,
frames and covers.

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION
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citadelbuildingsystem

+91 98192 34618

vinaykumar@citadelinfraas.com

C-130, Antophill Warehousing Complex, Nr. Dosti Acres,
VIT Road, Wadala (E), Antop Hill Warehousing Complex,
Antop Hill, Mumbai, Maharashtra 400037, India

CONTACT US


